
Regaining Self-governance: Reverting our Bourgeoisie State

An assumption of the early anarchists was that there is no need for a society to be
governed; there is already within the working masses a rightful sense on how they shall
govern  themselves  without  any  leader  or  authoritarian  hierarchy  above  them.  The
assumption is then rather clear; whether from a rural area or an urban area manual
workers have the ability to decide for themselves and certainly can govern themselves
in a much better fashion than under the joke of the brain working authority that is so
much detached from their reality.

A few centuries later the issue rises however and the assumption that the masses can
govern themselves ought to be reexamined. Broadly speaking it can be said that the
contemporary masses have completely lost their sense of touch with reality, they are
the numbed masses resulting from decades of a governance that far from being openly
despotic has developed itself and keeps on developing itself on the basis of sociological
sciences.  In  other  words,  in  their  becoming  bourgeois  the  people  have  lost  their
common sense and therefore the ability for an autonomous life. 

Let's look at the condition of particularly the western masses today; it can be said that
the great majority of the people from manual workers (proletarians) they have turned
into some sort  of brain office workers (bourgeois)  loosing greatly a connection with
their natural realities. Obviously this is a generalization and there are currently in place
many a counter, underground and unofficial practices to reconnect the new bourgeois
back with its nature however officially the trend is to do so via means of automations
(e.g. with the new green economy) which will further detach people from their reality
and make them more dependent to highly artificialized society. 

As Mikhail Bakunin the major founder of anarchism early predicted even the apparently
rightful  approach  of  building a governance based on a mere scientific  and thus  not
political and ideological development results into a a sort of general numbing of the
population, turning not only those who are more keen to be servile but everyone, even
those  who  are  by  nature  less  servile,  very  servile.  As  a  result  then if  Bakunin  was
generally  speaking  accusing  the  German  people  for  not  wanting  freedom  but  only
wanting a strong and despotic state above them, it is true that the masses today has
turned into  a  servile  multitude  by  even the  most  scientific  of  approaches  and  it  is
equally true that as a result these serfdom now requires, in a most sadistic manner, a
strong authority.

In this respect even the most disobeying populations that by nature strongly strive for
freedom, in this weird twist of being part of a numbing social environment, they turn to



want a tyrant and they turn to want a full and even most old fashion type of slavery
almost as if the state of middle class safety in which the science tailored society have
put them into, is less preferable. Human nature is thus clearly rebelling but has lost its
rationale. It subconsciously acknowledges the unnatural state in which society have put
a now selfless nature into, but rather than claiming a state of freedom it claims a state
of more explicit slavery. Is this the ultimate human self-destruction explained?

Too many a signs are showing around us how easily a serfdom type of feudalism is being
re-established  and  how  more  difficult  it  is  for  an  individual  to  escape  it.  There  is
however no possibility to acknowledge this state; the selfless humans simply comply to
one or another framework, they simply come to serve under one or the other as the
new serfdom. It  becomes thus more and more important for the population and to
begin with for each individual to regain its humanness and only through this process of
silent rebellion understand where freedom lays and thus what to fight for. 

Almost two hundred years after the so called proletariat all over Europe attempted to
release itself from the absurd monarchic regimes, the monarchic regimes that has first
oppressed this proletariat by force and has later put one another national proletariat
against each other through the twentieth century, two hundreds years after there is
very little of this proletariat existing in the west. Thanks to globalism, as I have already
discussed in earlier essays, the real proletariat has been all segregated to the east under
the safe-lock of, ironically, a communist yet in its nature oligarch Asian states obliging its
masses to take on their shoulder the world industrial labour.

The cultural hegemony dominating the west shows nothing of this unfair situation and
its almost entirely maniacally focused on its own bourgeoisie image, an image of a too
literal  tolerance too much driven by branding a new capitalist  trend. So it  is  here a
lesson that it is easily forgotten. Westerners act like revolutionaries and holders of all
sort of human rights but are in fact in all their essence hypocritical bourgeois who in the
first  place have lost  the most important  component to keep them sane and that  is
manual labour.

Western societies fabricate people without any particular  skill  but a most petty and
bureaucratic one. Craftsmanship and skills are only in the hands of few and when they
are subsidies they are only forced to maintain them as they are without the possibility
to evolve into something more contemporary and useful. To begin with then I advocate
the urgent necessity to revert the process of bureaucratization of the west  by returning
to manual skills and effortful approaches.

Tools in this respect have to be recirculate as much as knowledge. Above all however it



has to be this ever pervasive governance to lift its hands from all aspects of western life
and let individuals the space and the time to recover manual skills, this beyond the very
boring and dead palettes and dogmatic know-how that governance itself maintain to
some degree.

As much as capable individuals are ready to govern themselves, they are also ready to
invent  new  traditions,  to  make  sense  of  the  reality  around  them  without  any
governmental mores imposed on them as some sort of lenses with which society ought
to be understood. This is the corrupting duty of cultural hegemony, a prejudicial way of
conceiving and perceiving the world we ought to get rid of in order to be able to see it
with our eyes and with our hands be able to interact with it.

The very fact that our hands become too powerful with the rise of new technologies
ought to make us opt for more direct techniques with which we can create and keep on
creating a new world, a world of hope just because it is a world emerging from the
grass, a world in which the creative love can be shared rather than sharing how we can
come to dominate over others in our skill in bureaucratic maneuvers and career building
and petty capitalist accounting.  

While nations of the most wealthy countries can brand new forms of sustainability and
harmony  with  a  nature  devastated  by  state  politics,  we  ought  to  embrace  a  fully
different  path  and that  is  in  the  first  place  to  be  gain  ourselves  self-sufficiency,  to
practice it  on a daily basis no matter  how limited our natural  parcel  is.  Only in this
obsessive  ritualism we can break  the power struggle  affecting  us,  on  one hand the
private owners keeping vast properties untouched and away from the crowd who have
no  place  where  to  undertake  their  self-sustainability  and  on  the  other  the  very
governance who claims to want to recover forms of sustainability but opt to do so in a
technological manner only to recirculate its now dead capital.

Not even collectivism at this stage can be of a good effect given that from the start this
very governance grows us apart  into individual  entities,  yet  there is  hope that   our
dedication in cultivating our  nature  outside of  any institutional  schemes can indeed
transmit somewhat of an empathy into others to do the same and break loose and gain
back the so necessary knowledge and culture to dismiss the whole globalist apparatus
set out to lead life on earth as the body of an old man who has little years left and has to
depend on all sort of machines and pharmaceutics.     

We ought to bring new life on earth, a life that is regeneratable and that is only a life
that can spark from our ownselves, following up our own initiative, understanding and
being honest and sincere with our own nature beyond any of the worldly goals and aims



modern societies obsess us with.  Only having pursued our own natural  intution and
having had the courage to give up all these aims we are so much drilled with since an
early age, only then we can proceed to maintain and boost life on earth, a life that is not
the one society gives birth to in its cages bourgeoisie settings, a bourgeoise life that only
take and consume resources giving back only much pollution. 

No matter however whether we are confined within these socially imposed settings we
can already and most stoically develop from such a state of captivity a sense of our
nature leading to at least a more spiritual cultivation of it which will turn most handy
when the opportunity will come to fully manifest our regained humanness into a nature
in which the social chains have been at last broken and has broken by itself as it is like it
will occurr given that any authoritarian power is a most unnatural phenomena and is
soon or  later  meant  to self-destruct.  Most  importantly  then by going our  own self-
sustainable and self-sufficient path will make sure not to sink with it.


